
Zip has added the Sparkling All-in-One to its
popular residential HydroTap range. Able to

deliver filtered boiling, filtered chilled still and
sparkling and hot and cold water, it is ideal for
homeowners who want a multi-tasking
appliance. 
This tap can be fitted in place of a mixer and at

a two-bowl sink. Options are available to connect
to the mains pressure hot and cold supply or
eliminate the need for connection to a separate hot
water heater or supply; a vented model mixes cold

water with boiling to deliver hot water. For
customers with a single-hole sink the tap can be
retrofitted if the hole measures or can be enlarged
to 50mm.
Power-Pulse technology reduces the energy

needed to heat the water by giving a boost to
stored water at intervals, requiring little time to get
back up to temperature; avoiding a continuous heat
cycle or having to heat water from cold. This latest
model includes a light sensor that sends the system
into sleep mode whenever the room darkens.    

For safety the taps remain cool to the touch
during and after use. Fingertip control gives greater
accuracy, it fills without splashing and you can select
the temperature at which the water is stored. 
Automatic safety locks require a set number of

touches to turn off so the
catch cannot accidently be
removed. 

u 0845 6 005 005 
uwww.zipheaters.co.uk
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The Zip tap that can boil, chill, sparkle and mix all-in-one

Curve Craft KBB Exhibition Preview
Stand L105

Curve Craft, the manufacturer and supplier to the trade of curved doors and
accessories will be showcasing a heavily extended product range on their

stand at KBB Birmingham.
Paul Murray, Managing Director comments “We are well known at the high end of

the market for our expertise in manufacturing in-frame curved doors in any timber or
finish. However, it’s important for us to promote to customers, old and new, that we
can produce matching accessories such as curved cornicing as well as doors for other
design genera’s. 
For KBB 2014 we will be showcasing our new curved Slab Door range. Our lay on,

slab doors have integrated handles and are available in plain MDF or veneered in any
timber finish to include oak, walnut, birch, maple or even burrs. Curved matching
cabinetry, cornice, plinths and lighting pelmets are just some of the many accessories
that are also available.”

During the last 12 months,
Curve Craft have gone from
strength to strength, building
on their customer portfolio of
prestigious furniture
manufacturing clients.
Recently, they introduced the
option of curved, glazed in-
frame doors.
“We are excited about KBB

Birmingham since we have a
lot to offer, by way of product
range and our current client
portfolio speaks volumes about
our service and levels of quality.

u 0044 2844832828
uwww.curvecraft.co.uk 
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